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Set yourself up for 
success:
To complete these workouts you will need the following:

ESSENTIAL:

OPTIONAL:
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Interval Timer. download the free app (called “Interval Timer”). It allows you to set up 
your own interval sets, so you can use the same app for Tabata (20sec work with 10sec 
rest) or longer HIIT workouts (such as 45sec work with 15 sec rest)

Comfortable clothing. I recommend exercise clothes and sneakers, but 
if you’re stuck in your hotel room with nothing available, comfortable 
clothing that allows you to move (PJ’s work well in a pinch!)

Space. You will need enough space to be able to lie on the ground 
and get back up again without injuring yourself. 1.5m x 1m should 
be the minimum so you can move freely.

Exercise Mat. depending where you are exercising, a 
mat can be a great way to protect your hands, 
knees etc…

Resistance Band. A resistance band is a simple, 
lightweight, portable, and highly e�ective way 
of increasing the challenge and e�icacy of a 
workout. If you are looking to push yourself and train 
like an athlete - this is a great place to start. 

Mini Bands. small rubber or elasticised cloth bands a couple of 
inches thick and slightly shorter than a ruler, these little bands 
can pack a punch when it comes to working your upper or 
lower body. And bonus, you can �t these inside your pocket - 
so good!



Before you start your 
workout.
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Ensure you are wearing comfortable clothing

Ensure you have appropriate space available

Ensure you are �t and able to complete these exercises - and have relevant medical 
clearance if required.

Ensure you have warmed up and are ready to workout

Get creative. Some exercises call for weights. If you don’t have an exercise weight 
handy, use what you have available. Examples:

      Use cans of food or bottles of drink as hand weights

      Place books in a backpack to act as a weighted vest

      When traveling, use a small suitcase or carry on bag (I’ve used the kids stroller folded 
     up in the past!) as a weight.



Workout #1  
FULL BODY BLITZ with BEGINNER AND 
ADVANCED VARIATIONS!
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Interval Timer - set to 50 seconds work with 10 seconds rest for a total of 12 sets 

    One round is 12 mins - you can complete 3-1 rounds for a total of 36-12 mins of 
    exercise.

OPTIONAL: 
    Mini Band - placed around legs during exercises will increase the intensity.
    Look for the exercises with the * symbol which will indicate you can add a mini band     
    to the movement

1. Squat Jumps*
    a. Beginners: Squats 

    b. Intermediate: Squat Jumps

    c. Advanced: Weighted Squat Jumps

2. Push Ups
    a. Beginners: Push Ups on Knees

    b. Intermediate: Push Ups

    c. Advanced: Feet Elevated Push Ups

3. Burpees
    a. Beginners: Get down on the ground and get back up again. Don’t worry about the 
        details - this movement is about muscle memory and the action of getting up and 
        down. Step it out, slow it down and ease your body through the process.

    b. Intermediate: Burpees

    c. Advanced: Burpees with push up

4. High Knees
    a. Beginners: High Knee Marching in place

    b. Intermediate: High Knees 

    c. Advanced: Weighted High Knees

EQUIPMENT:



Workout #1  
FULL BODY BLITZ with BEGINNER AND 
ADVANCED VARIATIONS!
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5. Switch Lunges
    a. Beginners: Reverse Lunge - stepping the foot back each time

    b. Intermediate: Switch Lunge - jump the movement

    c. Advanced: Switch lunges with weight

6. Tricep Dips
    a. Beginners: stop as necessary, support as much of your weight on your arms as you 
        can, the rest on your feet.

    b. Intermediate: Full range of motion, constant movement

    c. Weighted (place a weight on your lap to increase intensity)

7. Surfboards
    a. Squat, step to turn 180degrees then squat again. Repeat.

    b. Intermediate: Surfboards with jump turns

    c. Advanced: touch the ground in between your feet on each squat jump 

8. Mountain Climbers:
    a. Beginner: Leaning hands on wall or bench and marching feet quickly 

    b. Intermediate: Mountain Climbers

    c. Advanced: Cross body mountain climbers - knee drives towards opposite elbow.



Workout #2  
NO EQUIPMENT, NO JUMPING, 
REP-BASED WORKOUT
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None

20 REPS PER EXERCISE - 1 TO 3 ROUNDS FOR TIME.
1. 20 x Plank Toe Tap - Plank with alternating one foot tapping to the side

2. 20 x Reverse Curl (lay on back - legs together moving up and down. Hands under 
    bottom to protect the lower back).

3. 20 x Squat & Knee to opposite elbow - alternate knees after each squat

4. 20 x Push up with T-Rotation 

5. 20 x Glute Bridge

6. 20 x Fast Feet

7. 20 x Forward Lunges & Side Lunges

8. 20 x Sit ups

EQUIPMENT:



Workout #3  
AMRAP - As Many Rounds As Possible.
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Resistance Band

Interval Timer

4min AMRAP
1. 5 x Resistance Band Squat

2. 5 x Upright Row

3. 5 x Band Pull apart - hold band together pull hands away from body horizontally

4min AMRAP
1. 8 x Bentover Row (band under feet)

2. 8 x Push Up with band across back

3. 8 x Russian Twist - band under arches of feet  

4min AMRAP
1. 10 x Lay Down Row - on back, band under arch of feet held hovering o� the ground,   
    row hands up towards head

2. 10 x Lay Down hands over head holding band. One foot in band bring knee in and 
     out. Swap after 5 on each leg.

3. 10 x Band Resisted Glute Bridge - band across hips held in hands at sides of waist

EQUIPMENT:



Workout #4  
BODY WEIGHT SESSION 
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None
     
Complete 3 rounds for time:
1min of high knees followed by:
     20x mountain climbers

     20x negative push-ups

     20x squat / squat jump

     5x shuttle runs up and down steeper hill

Ab Finisher - :
     Bicycle legs

     Oblique raise (on feet or knees bent)

     Hip Raise - sitting on feet and use core/glutes to rise to a kneeling position & lower in 
     a controlled manner.

EQUIPMENT:



Workout #5  
30 minute TABATA SESSION
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Tabata timer
OPTIONAL: Exercise Mat     

INTERVAL A
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Squats

2. High Knees

(30sec to 1min rest before moving on to Interval B)

INTERVAL B
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Push Ups

2. Mountain Climbers

(30sec to 1min rest before moving on to Interval C)

INTERVAL C (channel your inner winter olympian!)
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Skiers (squat position swinging both arms up and down as though generating forward 
    momentum. Keep core on. This is a full body movement)

2. Skaters (lateral hops side to side, using arms to help execute and control the 
    movement)

(30sec to 1min rest before moving on to Interval D)

INTERVAL D
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Plank - alternating hip dip, one hip drops towards the �oor at a time

2. Plank - rocking forwards and backwards on toes - ensuring hips stay neutral

(30sec to 1min rest before moving on to Interval E)

EQUIPMENT:



Workout #5  
30 minute TABATA SESSION
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IINTERVAL E
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Fast Feet

2. Switch Lunges

(30sec to 1min rest before moving on to Interval F)

INTERVAL F
4mins (20sec work, 10sec rest)
1. Reverse Curls (Feet together, move legs up and down while lying on back. Keep core 
    tight the whole time)

2. Bicycle Legs - moving opposite elbow to knee with a slight pause at the top of each 
    movement.



Workout #6  
FITNESS TRACKER WORKOUT
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Interval timer

     

WORKOUT: Complete one round to track your numbers, two rounds if you want to really 
challenge yourself!
Interval sequence: 50sec work, 10sec rest - 12mins total (per round)

1. Squat Jumps

2. Push ups

3. Burpees 

4. High Knees (both legs count as one rep)

5. Switch Lunges/Jump Lunges

6. Tuck Jumps

7. Tricep Dips

8. Surfers - Squat with 180degree jump in between

9. ½ burpee - jumping feet in and out while on hands (or elbows if wrists hurt)

10. Skater Hops - lateral jumps side to side

11. Sumo Squat with side kick - hands on head the whole time

12. Frog Jumps - Forward squat jump, with shu�e back to start position

EQUIPMENT:

This workout is designed to give you a way to measure and track improvements in
 your �tness. It is a timed workout, where you count the reps you complete of each 
movement. Record them and then redo this workout in a few weeks/months time to see 
the gains in your �tness.

...way better than trusting the scales.



Workout #7  
HOLD, HEART AND BUTT
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Interval timer

     

ISOMETRIC SET:
Hold each exercise for 1min
     Wall Sit

     Glute Bridge

     Plank

     Side Plank (30sec each side)

     Inner thigh leg lift - sitting on the �oor with weight on one cheek. Bend the other leg so 
     foot is resting on the �oor near the other knee. Lift the extended leg into the air. Switch 
     after 30sec

CARDIO SET: (30sec work, 10sec rest x 2 rounds)
     Surfer Squats - Squat then jump 180degrees

     Pike Push Up (hands and feet on the �oor, hips in the air creating an “A” frame, 
     complete push ups - this targets your rhomboids.

     Dancing Crab - hands and feet on the �oor, torso facing upwards, in bridge position. 
     Reach the opposite hand to foot in air above, alternating sides.

     5 x squat pulses and tuck jump

     Forward bear crawl

     Reverse bear crawl

     Plank ski jumps - plank then jump feet together towards one hand, then back to 
     plank position before jumping both feet to the other hand. 

EQUIPMENT:

This workout combines three di�erent focuses - Isometric holds, Cardio 
(heart starter) and a Glute (butt) �nisher.



Workout #7  
HOLD, HEART AND BUTT
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BUTT FINISHER:
     Bridge Pulses:

     Legs hip distance apart

     Knees together

     Knees in and out (at the top of the bridge hold)

     Kick outs (alternate kicking one foot out at a time at the top of the bridge)

This workout combines three di�erent focuses - Isometric holds, Cardio 
(heart starter) and a Glute (butt) �nisher.



Workout #8  
UP THE ANTE
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Interval Timer
     
40sec intense work / 20 sec active recovery = 4mins work followed by 1min rest. 
Complete 3 rounds.

40 sec: 
     2 x Lunge Jump then squat jump 

20sec:
     Bear Hold

40sec:
     Burpee

20sec:
     Squat pulse / Wall sit

40sec:
     Push ups

20sec:
     Plank

40sec:
     Bicycle Legs

20sec:
     Reverse Curls

EQUIPMENT:



CORE KILLER - 5mins

BOOTY BLAST - 2mins (complete 3-1 rounds)
Can be done body weight only, or add a mini-band for added FIRE!
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     Plank - 1min

Reverse Curls - 1min

Sit ups - 1min

Flutter kicks (sitting back, hands behind hips, feet and legs in air - small vertical kicks) - 
30sec

Scissor kicks (sitting back, hands behind hips, feet and legs in air - small horizontal kicks) - 
30sec

Side plank (left) - 30sec

Side plank (right) - 30sec

Glute bridge (standard movement) - 30sec

Glute bridge hold (at top) - 30sec

Glute bridge with alternating one leg outward kick at top of bridge - 30sec

Glute bridge hold (at top) with knee abduction - knees move out and back together 
while holding the glute bridge - 30sec


